
A
s recipients of federally sponsored awards, 
principal investigators (PIs) and institutions 
must follow many compliance requirements. A 
reliable system of internal controls is necessary 

to preclude possible noncompliance with regulations that 
carry the potential for fines and loss of current and future 
funding.

Effective testing and process reviews by internal audit can 
help assure your organization's leadership regarding the 
integrity of the system of internal controls. Before post-
award monitoring and review occurs, it is necessary to 
consider the risks present in the pre-award phase of the 
award lifecycle.

Here we look at the award lifecycle and highlight those 
activities that present risk before an institution receives 
funding, and ways that internal audit can provide support.

The award lifecycle
Much like the scientific process, the life of a sponsored 
award follows a cyclical process. In the pre-award phase, the 
process is initiated when an investigator identifies a need 
for external support to test an idea or to answer a scientific 
question.

The investigator seeks out a funding opportunity (sponsor) 
that may support his or her pursuit, and develops a 
proposal, including a scope of work, budget and justification 
for requested funds. The proposal is reviewed internally 
(typically at the department and academic level and by 
the central sponsored research office). Then it is signed by 
an authorized institutional official and submitted to the 
sponsor.
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If the proposal is accepted, the institution will receive a 
notice of award that outlines the award budget and its 
terms and conditions. If the institution agrees, it accepts 
the award and the process formally moves to the post-
award phase. Each institution will have distinct steps for 
doing this.

During the post-award phase, the award is formally 
established and set up in the institution’s accounting system. 
The PI begins performing the scope of work, and award 
management and monitoring activities take place (e.g., 
reviewing award expenditures for compliance with award 
terms and conditions). At the conclusion of the scope of 
work, the award is closed out and final deliverables, reports 
(e.g., technical, financial, invention, property) and invoices 
are submitted to the sponsor.

Pre-award: Process and risk
Many investigators, particularly those involved in medical 
and healthcare research, look to the National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) for funding support. The NIH, an agency of the 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), is the 
largest sponsor for academic research. Its budget, however, 
has been reduced in the past several years, and therefore 
principal investigators (PI) face more competition for new 
awards and renewing awards.

It is critical, therefore, that the pre-award processes ensure 
all administrative issues are addressed before submitting a 
proposal. In many organizations, a pre-award office (e.g., the 
Office of Sponsored Research, Office of Sponsored Programs, 
or Office of Research Administration) will coordinate these 
activities.

The PI must write a compelling scientific case for the 
research and nothing can occur until this is done. However, 
there are many important control and risk-mitigating 
activities that are necessary to successfully manage the pre-
award process.

Budget
Development – There are three mechanisms federal agencies 
use to award funds:

 • Grants, which are cost-reimbursable (meaning the 
institution invoices the sponsor after costs are incurred)

 • Contracts, which are typically fixed-price, and the 
sponsor is purchasing a specific good or service

 • Cooperative agreements, which are similar to grants (i.e., 
cost reimbursable) but the sponsor usually has a higher 
degree of involvement in the planning and delivery of 
services

It is important to understand the funding mechanism during 
budget development to ensure that:

1. All planned costs are included

2. Stated limits are not exceeded

3. Costs are allowable (i.e., permissible and not expressly 
prohibited) under relevant federal regulations (typically 
the OMB Uniform Guidance)

4. Costs are necessary and reasonable

5. Appropriate effort is included and salary caps are applied 
(if applicable)

6. Appropriate fringe and indirect rates are applied

7. Budgeted costs are actual planned costs, meaning costs 
cannot be inflated for the purpose of future budgeting 
(i.e., you expect to actually incur the budgeted costs)

Justification – Budgets depict the financial or quantitative 
picture of the proposed scope of work, while budget 
justifications provide the qualitative reasoning for the items 
listed in the budget. A budget justification should not be 
a regurgitation of line items in the budget in narrative 
form (e.g., budget justification: we need $5,000 for travel). 
Justifications provide an opportunity for a PI to explain the 
rationale for requesting the funds (e.g., we need $5,000 in 
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travel support to send two key personnel and two graduate 
students to two conferences such as AAAS and AMA 
annually to present research findings and to participate in 
poster sessions).

Risks – Missing the mark during the budgeting phase can 
result in the return or decline of the proposal, stricter award 
terms and conditions (including increased oversight and 
reporting requirements), disallowance of costs during the 
award phase, or audit findings.

Subrecipients
Risk analysis – PIs choose to partner with collaborators at 
other institutions in order to get the best available experts 
on their proposal team. When a substantive portion of 
the scope of work will be performed by another entity, a 
subaward must be issued.

There are risks associated with subawards and not having 
direct control of subawardee activities. Therefore, prior to 
issuing a subaward, the OMB Uniform Guidance1 requires 
institutions to conduct risk assessments of subrecipients. 
This assessment can help determine if the subrecipient 
is high risk (e.g., foreign entities; domestic entities with 
significant audit finding, subrecipients without an external 
audit, internal control policies, sound financial systems, or 
small community-based healthcare partners).

In addition, the assessment can determine whether other 
terms and conditions should be included in the agreement 
to ensure subrecipient compliance with the primary grant 
award.

Subrecipient or contractor – When a sizeable portion of the 
work scope or objective is performed by an outside entity, 
the entity is classified as a subrecipient. However, PIs may 
need commoditized services from outside the institution 
such as lab testing or report printing.

An entity that does not participate in the project design 
is not listed or named as personnel. These commoditized 
services are part of the regular business operation, and the 
entity is typically classified as a contractor (formerly vendor). 
Distinguishing and classifying the relationship between a 
prime, subcontractor or contractor is essential as it can affect:

 • Indirect cost recovery (i.e., institutions can only recover 
the indirect costs on the first $25,000 of a subaward)

 • Procurement and bidding rules (i.e., institutions should 
obtain quotes from contractors for fees exceeding 
$3,000, per the OMB Uniform Guidance).

1  2. CFR 200.331

Risks – Subrecipients and contractors are inherently risky 
because they operate outside of the controls of the prime 
institution. By not performing a risk analysis, not only 
is an institution noncompliant with federal regulations, 
but they risk engaging a subrecipient who may not be a 
good steward of funds. That could result in nondelivery of 
the work product or misspent funds, for which the prime 
institution would be responsible.

Incorrect classification of a sub (as either a subrecipient or 
a contractor) has implications on the allocation of indirect 
rates since a contractor can fully recover all indirect costs, 
but only on the first $25,000 of a subaward.

Proposal review and approval
Review process – Central sponsored research offices typically 
require proposals to be submitted to them at least five 
business days before the sponsor’s submission deadline 
(though this varies by institution). The office can ensure 
compliance with:

 • The proposal guidelines

 • Completeness and accuracy of the budget and budget 
justification

 • Approval of protocols for animals and human subjects 
used in research (if not a just-in-time submission)

 • All representations and certifications

 • All necessary signatures and authorizations are present

It also allows time for revisions, if necessary. The review 
process challenge is that PIs, because of busy teaching 
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and research activities, often write proposals after hours 
and often do not complete proposals until the sponsor’s 
submission deadline date.

Approval process – An authorized institutional official (AIO) 
must sign a proposal before it is submitted, to ensure the 
institution will accept the responsibility for completion of 
the work. The AIO is typically appointed by the Board of 
Trustees, and PIs are not allowed to sign as an AIO.

Risks – If a proposal does not undergo a thorough central 
office review process, there is a risk the proposal may be 
returned or declined for incompleteness, lack of compliance 
with the formatting or page limitations requirements, or 
missing institutional requirements.

If a proposal is submitted without undergoing any review 
or AIO sign-off, the institution is likely unaware of the 
submission. This may result in a PI unilaterally committing 
an institution to unfavorable terms and conditions, and the 
institution failing to conduct the proper monitoring and 
oversight of an award.

Successful approaches
Internal auditors can provide assurance in the pre-award 
phase that the internal controls throughout the process 
are working properly. This assurance can be approached a 
number of ways.

Budget
Test a sample of expenditures for compliance with award 
terms and conditions, and specifically tie costs back to the 
budget and budget justification.

Perform a document review to determine whether PIs 
maintain supporting materials or additional proof used in the 
development of a budget, as per some sponsors’ requirements. 
Examples of items that should be retained include copies of all 
price quotes for equipment, documentation of all travel costs, 
documentation of animal care costs, etc. Having this material 
on hand provides evidence of budgetary needs.

Subrecipients
1. Determine whether subrecipient policies exist.

2. Assist research administrators with reviewing and 
applying new OMB Uniform Guidance regulations 
addressing subrecipient risk assessments and 
subrecipient vs. contractor distinction.

3. Encourage sponsored projects administrators to  
properly classify subrecipients and contractors to ensure 
proper indirect cost recovery, and establish subawards so 
work may commence in a timely fashion.

4. Assess subrecipient policies for consistency with 
OMB Uniform Guidance regulations, noting gaps and 
providing recommendations for achieving consistency.

5. Document existing subrecipient risk assessment and sub 
vs. contractor workflows, evaluate them for effectiveness 
and note gaps or breakdowns.

6. Test a sample of executed subawards to determine 
if an initial risk assessment occurred and whether 
documentation exists to support the assessment and 
classification of risk. The executed subaward could also 
be reviewed to determine whether the classification of 
risk impacted the terms and conditions of the subaward 
(i.e., if the subrecipient was deemed high risk in the initial 
assessment, did the subaward include extra monitoring 
and oversight?).

7. Test a sample of executed subawards and contracts 
to determine whether they were classified correctly, 
in accordance with institutional policies and federal 
guidelines.

Proposal review and approval
1. Assess the infrastructure of the sponsored research 

office responsible for pre-award activities, noting 
process breakdowns. Provide recommendations to 
enhance efficiencies and effectiveness of operations. 
This could include a benchmark study to understand 
whether staffing levels are commensurate with peers 
with the same proposal volume and level of sponsored 
funding.

2. Determine whether institutional review policies and 
procedures exist.

3. Review the policies and procedures for institutional 
review of proposals, to determine whether the required 
timeline makes sense for both PIs and the central 
office.  Benchmarking could be performed to determine 
whether the review time (e.g., five business days ahead 
of the submission deadline) is reasonable based on 
personnel resources and submission volume.

4. Document the internal routing, review processes 
and workflows of proposals, evaluating them for 
effectiveness and noting any gaps.

5. Test a sample of proposals for compliance with internal 
routing policies, procedures and approvals, including an 
assessment of whether timeline requirements were met.

6. Use data analytic tools to determine whether restricted 
funds that were received were erroneously set up in the 
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accounting system for PIs as nonrestricted accounts. 
This would help identify the number or frequency of 
noncompliant activities with the internal approval and 
submission process.

7. Provide input during the selection of vendors for any 
new computer software, and test IT controls after 
implementation of the new system.

Conclusion
Sponsored research compliance begins long before a 
sponsoring agency makes an award. There are a number 

of activities during the pre-award phase that present 
institutions with risk. However, with internal audit as 
evaluation partners, research administration personnel 
and institutional officials can work to identify gaps, assess 
effectiveness, achieve efficiencies and mitigate the risks that 
pre-award activities pose.

The next article will look at the post-award phase of the 
award lifecycle and identify ways internal audit can serve as 
an ally in the process. 
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